The COVID‐19 crisis has significantly increased the use of virtual directors\' meetings. Even before the pandemic, however, boards frequently utilized virtual meetings and several other alternatives to in‐person meetings. These alternatives were used for convenience or because of difficulties in convening a board.

Under all states\' corporation laws, management of a corporation is vested in the board of directors. Under these laws, the authority of officers to act, without director authorization, is limited. Thus, for officers to bind the corporation to significant agreements and courses of action, the officers\' acts must be authorized or approved by the directors.

Directors generally act by majority vote if a quorum is present at a meeting, and an effective meeting requires a quorum. Often, in an emergency, a quorum of in‐person directors may not be readily convened. Likewise, for nonroutine authorizations---the entry into a significant agreement or major lease in a smaller business---it is difficult to interest the remote outside director to travel to attend a directors\' meeting.

The following discusses alternatives to the in‐person meeting and some of the issues connected with those alternatives. **Meetings by telecommunications.** For the last 10 years, a director who lives 1,500 miles away from the corporate office participated in monthly directors\' meetings by Skype on a board on which I serve. In March 2020, because of the COVID‐19 pandemic, we all met virtually. These days, more and more meetings are being held on Zoom, Skype, Google Hangouts, or even by conference and speaker telephone.Most states\' corporate statutes permit participation in meetings either virtually or by telephone, if all directors can simultaneously hear one another. Note that "simultaneously hear" is critical, and I would add "simultaneously speak" (though, I would hope, not at the same time). Most state corporate statutes provide that "\[a\] director participating in a meeting \[by telecommunications\] is considered to be present in person, at the meeting ."[1](#bl30160-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} In the past, this simultaneous presence was accomplished by directors huddled over speakerphones, but today it is by virtual means, using personal or laptop computers.A recurring issue with remote meetings is whether nonparticipants in the virtual meeting have received proper notice of a non‐regularly scheduled meeting. Unless a director is present at a meeting (and does not object to the lack of notice), state corporate laws require that a director be given notice of the time and place of such a meeting. In the alternative, a director may, in writing, waive notice (as described in the following paragraph). Although most videoconferencing apps provide for some sort of notice, that notice sometimes falls short of requirements of state law or the corporation\'s bylaws. The person convening the meeting should, therefore, make sure the notice complies with the date, time, and agenda, if any, requirements of state law and the corporation\'s bylaws. Many states\' laws and corporate bylaws provide for oral notice of directors\' meetings, but because of proof issues, I use this only as a last resort. State law and the bylaws should be looked at to determine whether they permit electronic notice. If electronic notice is not permitted, or if the company is unsure, waivers of notice (see below) should be sent by mail to the nonparticipating directors.If notice is not given or is defective, most corporate laws permit a nonattending director to sign a waiver of notice before or after the meeting. The waiver is signed and dated by the nonparticipating director and contains a statement that the director "waives notice of the date, time, and purposes of the meeting." This waiver can be sent to the nonparticipating director and returned by the director by mail to the corporation. A waiver of notice is equivalent to a notice for purposes of the validity of the meeting.**Ratification.** If the notice of the meeting was defective or a meeting itself was defective (i.e., lack of quorum) and for some reason (death, departure, hostility, etc.) the director cannot sign a waiver, the directors can ratify the unauthorized (by the directors) corporate action taken by the officers. This is simply a proper directors\' vote taken after the unauthorized action "ratifying and confirming" the unauthorized action. This generally has the effect of a proper authorization.**Consents.** Rather than conducting a meeting, directors may take action or authorize officers to act by consenting to a writing that sets forth the action or authorization. Most states\' corporate statutes and most corporate bylaws require that the consent be unanimous. The consent may consist of a single writing signed by all directors or several identical writings each signed by a separate director or directors (as long as, collectively, all directors sign the writings). The rationale for unanimity is that it precludes the stifling of any dissent among the directors. Were it otherwise, a dissenting director could merely be excluded from the signing of the consent and the action approved without the board having received his or her input. With a requirement of unanimity, a director who opposes an action may refrain from signing the consent and force a meeting to discuss the action. The actions and authorizations given in a written consent have the same effect as if the action or authorizations were adopted at a directors\' meeting.**Executive or other committees.** A close corporation will frequently have a group of management directors working at the corporation\'s headquarters and an outside director or two. Sometimes the outside director or directors are geographically distant or are otherwise difficult to contact. Many public companies have large boards composed of directors geographically apart. If any of the foregoing is the case, the board of directors can name a committee composed of one or more directors to undertake routine business between directors\' meetings. Most corporate statutes permit the directors to appoint committees. Many states require that there be at least two members, others, including Delaware and Massachusetts, permit committees having one or more members. While committees have specialized functions, such as audit and compensation committees, executive committees have traditionally provided guidance and routine adoptions and authorizations between regular board meetings.

This executive committee can be given authority to take almost any action that the directors are required or permitted to take. State corporate law generally limits a committee\'s authority, and the limitations vary from state to state. For example, the current Massachusetts law prohibits the executive committee from: authorizing distributions (dividends);approving or proposing certain shareholder votes;changing the number, removing, or filling vacancies of directors;amending the charter or adopting, amending, or repealing bylaws; andauthorizing or approving certain reacquisitions of shares.

But the executive committee is the ideal mechanism for approving routine matters in the close corporation where one or two directors are not readily available and for direction and adoption of routine corporate matters between regular meetings. It is also ideal in situations where it is difficult or impossible to readily convene the entire board of directors, such as in a large corporation having geographically disparate directors.

Action by executive committee reduces the necessity for notice, as the committee will be small and will, in the case of most corporations, be composed of management. Furthermore, if the committee is thoughtfully composed, all members will generally be able to attend the meeting, obviating the notice issues referred to earlier.

Conclusion {#bl30160-sec-0002}
==========

In difficult times, there are many ways for directors to act without an in‐person meeting. As we move to normal times, the foregoing alternatives to in‐person meetings of directors are useful. The corporation implementing the alternatives should carefully craft its strategy going forward, paying particular attention to the laws of its state of incorporation and the corporation\'s bylaws. Some states and bylaws limit further the techniques described above, and some states allow for even more flexibility. No board should be without carefully thought‐out alternatives to in‐person meetings of the entire board.
